Enterprise image viewing platform

Secure access to patient images
and data. Real-time collaboration.
Diagnose from mobile or web.

Get secure access to your data
from anywhere, without moving
or copying your data.
Developed by clinicians, for clinicians,
the ResolutionMD® enterprise viewing
platform improves patient care and
streamlines workflows with HIPAA
compliant collaboration features and
mobile capabilities.
USA FDA Class II and other global
accreditations let you diagnose with
confidence on mobile and web.
Chosen and trusted by the largest
and most-demanding healthcare
institutions worldwide.

Diagnose and collaborate
anytime, anywhere.
Geography can often make timely access to doctors and specialists difficult.
As a result, web and mobile technologies have become an integral component
in the delivery of modern healthcare.
ResolutionMD® software safely connects patients, families, specialists,
general practitioners, clinicians and countless other caregivers to each other,
and to the information they need most.

On-call radiologist
reviews images remotely

Oncologist consults
with family during
hospital visit

Orthopedic surgeon
brings a tablet bedside
to recap a surgery

Real-time collaboration
during a radiologist
consultation

Clinicians gather to
discuss patients during
grand rounds

Telestroke allows a
neurologist to review
patient images regardless
of location

Clinician uses a tablet
to get ready for the day’s
cases in pre-surgical
preparation

Telehealth access for
rural settings to read
and provide diagnostic
treatment decisions
remotely

Referring clinicians
remotely access images
and reports, driving
better care coordination

Used as an educational tool,
ResolutionMD allows students
to collaborate on live cases
using their own device

Streamline clinician workflows
across the healthcare enterprise.
Europe
CE Mark

Accreditation matters.
As the leading viewer meeting
rigorous global regulatory standards,
ResolutionMD® software allows you
to diagnose from any location.

Canada
Health Canada
USA
FDA Class II
Costa Rica
MOH

Russian Federation
Roszdravnadzor

Turkey
MOH

South Korea
MFDS
Japan
PMDA
China
CFDA

Brazil
ANVISA

Taiwan
FDA
Saudi Arabia
SFDA
Singapore
HSA

Hong Kong
MDCO
Australia
TGA

Malaysia
MDA

Secure data access. View patient data safely
without moving or copying the data. Images and other
patient data are maintained server-side, behind the firewall.
Administrators control end user authentication and
viewing access for studies.

Collaborate in real-time, with multiple parties.
Clinicians can connect to each other, their patients, and their data
via interactive audio/video conferencing. These collaboration
sessions are HIPAA compliant.

Gain the freedom of mobility.
ResolutionMD enables healthcare professionals to
securely view and interact with patient images from
a wide variety of desktop and mobile devices. Both
mobile and desktop versions are fully-featured.

Stay ready for advancements in machine learning.
Artificial intelligence and machine learning are emerging catalysts for precision medicine.
ResolutionMD facilitates the image sharing process that is core to machine-assisted analysis,
optimizing time-to-diagnosis.
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Federated enterprise-wide access and interoperability.
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Federated access across departments and hospital sites means
you can interconnect multiple EHR/EMR systems. Pull in data
across multiple VNAs, PACS and XDS repositories to access entire
patient records in one query.

Supported modalities.
Diagnostic Supported Modalities on
Web and Mobile Platforms
CT

MR

CR

DX

ES

KO

NM

OP

OT

PT

SC

US

XA

IO

XC

RF

OPT

SR

RTIMAGE
Non-Diagnostic Modality

MG

Non-DICOM Format Support
JPEG

AVI

BMP

MP4

TXT

HTML Plain text

MPEG-4/H.264/AVC

TIFF

PDF

MPEG-2

PNG

Features

ResolutionMD® enables clinicians to diagnose or make treatment
decisions faster by providing critical tools necessary including:

Secure access

Diagnosis & analysis

Access patient image data directly
in multiple EHR/EMR systems, and
from other archives

Reports

Intelligently search multiple archives and use tiered archive
searching
Gain quick access to the records
you need
Sort search results and search
for related studies
Get 2D, MIP/MPR and 3D images
quickly and reliably when you
need them

Collaboration
Audio/video conferencing
Study sharing
Dictation integration

Multi-study viewing
Multi-monitor support
Pan, zoom, window/level, reset
Orientation labels
Measurement calipers
Keyboard shortcuts
Text annotation
Secondary capture
Full-screen mode

2D viewing
Image scrolling
Linked scrolling
Layouts
Reference lines, cine, image flip
& rotate, freehand annotation, key
image objects, grayscale/color
softcopy presentation states
(GSPS/CSPS), magnification lens,
all images display
Image measurements and
Cobb angle
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MIP/MPR viewing
Oblique and double-oblique
reformat
Thick-slab MPR
Triangulate
Curved MPR
Image measurements
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CT ANGIO ABDOMEN: ANEURYSM

3D viewing
Rotate 3D volume
Clipping planes and scalpel tool
Lens tool
Bone removal
Orientation preset hotkeys
Interactive orientation widget
Linear measurement
Opacity preset

Non-DICOM
View non-DICOM videos and
images from all departments in
the hospital
Display DICOM and non-DICOM
together in a single view
Collaborate with other clinicians
with non-DICOM
Supports standardized XDS
integration via PDQ and Patient
ID/Assigning Authority as well as
proprietary non-DICOM integration
Radiology reports
Includes JPEG, TIFF, PNG, BMP,
MPEG-4/H.264/AVC, PDF, HTML,
AVI, MP4, TXT and plain text formats

ResolutionMD® is a zero-footprint
enterprise viewing platform installed
in healthcare facilities worldwide.
Secure access.
Real-time collaboration.
Diagnose on mobile or web.
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ResolutionMD by the numbers
45+ partners
98% customer support satisfaction
13 published language versions
Installed at 1000s of customer sites

Industry award-winning
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